1979. He has received many outstanding honors and awards and has been recognized by the community, the broadcasting industry, and the State of North Carolina. Barbara Goodmon is president and executive director of the A.J. Fletcher Foundation. She has served as chairman of the Salvation Army, vice chairman of The Healing Place of Wake County, and chairman of Wake County Human Services. Under the leadership of Barbara and James Goodmon, the A.J. Fletcher Foundation has become a force for social progress in North Carolina, strengthening human services, giving voice to people without a voice, and shaping public policy through partnerships. The Goodmons have been instrumental in the success of the North Carolina Department of Health’s “Get Real. Get Tested”—a statewide campaign designed to encourage North Carolinians to get educated about and get tested for HIV and AIDS.

**BOOKER T. WASHINGTON AWARD**

Booker T. Washington started National Negro Health Week (NNHW) in 1915. From 1921 to 1953, NNHW was a program supported by the Public Health Service. National Minority Health Month is a descendant of NNHW. The Booker T. Washington Award recognizes an individual or organization that has made an outstanding contribution to the promotion of wellness in minority communities.

**CAMBRIDGE HEALTH ALLIANCE**

The Cambridge Health Alliance, one of the ten largest health systems in Massachusetts, is an academic public health system that is helping people live better lives. Based in Cambridge, Somerville, and Boston’s metro-north region, Cambridge provides patient care, education, and outreach in hospitals, health centers, schools, community centers, and, through some very special programs, right in people’s homes. Cambridge Health Alliance has developed targeted programs to address specific community health needs, such as asthma, diabetes, drug use, HIV, obesity, and dental health. The alliance also funds several coalitions designed to empower the people it serves, forge unique partnerships, and build healthier communities. As a public health-care system affiliated with Harvard Medical School, Cambridge Health Alliance has become a premier training site for those interested in community-based medicine.
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JAMES R. GAVIN III, MD, PHD
James R. Gavin III is clinical professor of medicine at Emory University School of Medicine; clinical professor of medicine at the Indiana University School of Medicine, Indianapolis; and chief executive officer and chief medical officer of Healing Our Village, Inc. Dr. Gavin had served previously as a professor and chief of the Diabetes Section; acting chief of the Section on Endocrinology, Metabolism, and Hypertension; and William K. Warren Professor for Diabetes Studies at the University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center, Oklahoma City. He is a member of the Institute of Medicine of the National Academy of Sciences, the American Diabetes Association (ADA), the American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists, the American Society of Clinical Investigation, and the American Association of Physicians. He is a past president of the ADA and was voted Clinician of the Year in Diabetes by the ADA in 1991. He has served on many advisory boards and on the editorial boards of the American Journal of Physiology and the American Journal of Medical Sciences. He is on the board of trustees for Emory University, Livingston College, and national program director of the Harold Amos Faculty Development Program of the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation. He is past chairman of the National Diabetes Education Program and serves as chairman of the Data Safety Monitoring Board for the VA Cooperative Diabetes Study.

HEALTH PROMOTION AND DISEASE PREVENTION AWARD
The Health Promotion and Disease Prevention Award each year recognizes an individual or organization that has made an outstanding contribution to the promotion of wellness in minority communities.
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**JOHN (JACK) C. LEWIN, MD**
Jack Lewin has been Chief Executive Officer of the American College of Cardiology (ACC) since November 2006. Prior to coming to ACC, Lewin was CEO of the 35,000 member California Medical Association and its various subsidiary companies. Lewin was also formerly Hawaii's director of health from 1986 to 1994. In this role, he helped Hawaii achieve near-universal access to health care and revitalize statewide public health systems. Before that, as a commissioned officer in the U.S. Public Health Service, he was the founder and first director of the Navajo Nation Department of Health, serving the needs of America's largest Indian tribe, straddling the three states of Arizona, New Mexico and Utah. Trained in internal medicine, Lewin has also enjoyed many years of practicing primary care medicine during his career in Arizona, Hawaii, and California. He serves on numerous national boards and advisory bodies. Dr. Lewin received his B.A. in biological sciences from the University of California, Irvine, and his M.D. from the University of Southern California.

**BERNARD ALBERTO HOUSSAY AWARD**
Born in Argentina in 1887, Bernardo Alberto Houssay received the Nobel Prize in Medicine in 1947 for his discovery of the part played by the hormone of the anterior pituitary lobe in the metabolism of sugar. The Bernardo Alberto Houssay Award recognizes an individual or organization for outstanding contributions toward the elimination of diabetes in minority communities.

**JAMES R. GAVIN III, MD, PHD**
James R. Gavin III is clinical professor of medicine at Emory University School of Medicine; clinical professor of medicine at the Indiana University School of Medicine, Indianapolis; and chief executive officer and chief medical officer of Healing Our Village, Inc. Dr. Gavin had served previously as a professor and chief of the Diabetes Section; acting chief of the Section on Endocrinology, Metabolism, and Hypertension; and William K. Warren Professor for Diabetes Studies at the University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center, Oklahoma City. He is a member of the Institute of Medicine of the National Academy of Sciences, the American Diabetes Association (ADA), the American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists, the American Society of Clinical Investigation, and the American Association of Physicians. He is a past president of the ADA and was voted Clinician of the Year in Diabetes by the ADA in 1991. He has served on many advisory boards and on the editorial boards of the *American Journal of Physiology* and the *American Journal of Medical Sciences*. He is on the board of trustees for Emory University, Livingstone College, and national program director of the Harold Amos Faculty Development Program of the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation. He is past chairman of the National Diabetes Education Program and serves as chairman of the Data Safety Monitoring Board for the VA Cooperative Diabetes Study.

**HEALTH PROMOTION AND DISEASE PREVENTION AWARD**
The Health Promotion and Disease Prevention Award each year recognizes an individual or organization that has made an outstanding contribution to the promotion of wellness in minority communities.

**JAMES F. AND BARBARA GOODMON**
James F. Goodmon is chairman of the Board of the A.J. Fletcher Foundation and The Fletcher Academy School of Achievement. He joined Capitol Broadcasting Company in 1968 and has been its president and CEO since...
1979. He has received many outstanding honors and awards and has been recognized by the community, the broadcasting industry, and the State of North Carolina. Barbara Goodmon is president and executive director of the A.J. Fletcher Foundation. She has served as chairman of the Salvation Army, vice chairman of The Healing Place of Wake County, and chairman of Wake County Human Services. Under the leadership of Barbara and James Goodmon, the A.J. Fletcher Foundation has become a force for social progress in North Carolina, strengthening human services, giving voice to people without a voice, and shaping public policy through partnerships. The Goodmons have been instrumental in the success of the North Carolina Department of Health’s “Get Real. Get Tested”—a statewide campaign designed to encourage North Carolinians to get educated about and get tested for HIV and AIDS.

BOOKER T. WASHINGTON AWARD
Booker T. Washington started National Negro Health Week (NNHW) in 1915. From 1921 to 1953, NNHW was a program supported by the Public Health Service. National Minority Health Month is a descendant of NNHW. The Booker T. Washington Award recognizes an individual or organization that has made an outstanding contribution to the promotion of wellness in minority communities.

CAMBRIDGE HEALTH ALLIANCE
The Cambridge Health Alliance, one of the ten largest health systems in Massachusetts, is an academic public health system that is helping people live better lives. Based in Cambridge, Somerville, and Boston’s metro-north region, Cambridge provides patient care, education, and outreach in hospitals, health centers, schools, community centers, and, through some very special programs, right in people’s homes. Cambridge Health Alliance has developed targeted programs to address specific community health needs, such as asthma, diabetes, drug use, HIV, obesity, and dental health. The alliance also funds several coalitions designed to empower the people it serves, forge unique partnerships, and build healthier communities. As a public health-care system affiliated with Harvard Medical School, Cambridge Health Alliance has become a premier training site for those interested in community-based medicine.